
Anxiety



Counting to 3

 Pros: Refocus

 calm you down

 Cons: can slow down game which means the other team can recover

 Most effective before performance or at a break in the game ie free throw or 

when the ball is out.



Trigger words

 Pros: personal and meaningful to you so will help you focus

 Because they are personal to you, they are easy for you to remember

 Can be relevant to the sport eg basketball ‘Swish’

 Cons: Might forget them when you are very anxious or wound up



Principals of training
How to structure your training program.





Specific

 You must make your training specific to the aspect you want to improve

 You can do this by chosing the correct training methods.

 You need to make it specific to your level and stage. This is why you carry out 

data collections and  test yourself.

 Start at a lower level and progress each week to continue challenging yourself 

and improving.



Progressions

 As you train, you will begin to see improvements.

 If you trained the same, you would not see any improvement, you would only 

maintain fitness levels.

 As you improve and begin to find training easy, you need to make it more 

difficult.

 This can be done by increasing:

 Duration

 Frequency

 Intensity



Overload

 In order to progress, you must overload the muscles

 To push the muscles or aerobic systems pass there comfort zone in order to 

improve.

 You can do this by increasing:

 Duration

 Frequency

 Intensity



Reversibility

 IF you get injured, or take a break from training, your performance will drop 

from the level it is at.

 If you were to try and start the program form where you stopped, it would be 

too difficult.

 You might loose motivation because it is too difficult.

 You might not try as hard and give up.

 Reversing the program means regressing it – ie taking it back a couple of 

stages. How far back you start will depend on your length of break



Tedium

 TEDIUS

 If your training is boring, you will not have motivation to stick with it, or try 

hard during sessions.

 This means you will not progress.

 Make sure your training is exciting so you always push yourself to improve



Frequency

 You can OVERLOAD the muscles to PRORESS by training more often 

(frequently)

 By training more frequently you will challenge the muscles or aerobic system 

more often and get results faster.

 It is important you find a balance between training more often, but also still 

enjoying it



Intesity

 Increasing intensity will mean you are oworking the muscles/aerobic systems 

harder. 

 This means the muscles will be overloaded, and challenged more than before.

 Again, it is important to find balance, and not make training so intense it is 

unenjoyable, or you loose motivation.



Time

 Increasing the time of your sessions is great way to overlaod muscles/aerobic 

systems.

 This is also an easy way to monitor your progress.

 For example, if you ran for 6minutes this week, but increase it to 8 minutes 

next week, then 10 minutes the following week, you are completing a 

sessions you would not have been able to complete at the start



More Methods of Training…



Interval Training

 Periods of intense work interspersed with timed rest.

 A wide variety of fitness types can be developed – if working between 60-80%, 
what are you developing? If working above 80% what are you developing?

 Structured in reps and sets. – how long are work and rest periods? How many work 
periods are you going to do?

 Intensity is measured by % maxHR.

 Disadvantage - maximal nature of intervals can be too challenging for some 
participants.



Circuit Training 

 This develops muscular endurance, strength and/or cardiovascular fitness.

 An interval form of training.

 Stations are set out that train one or more components of fitness.

 The performer moves from one station to the next with exercise periods and 

rest periods.

 Circuits can be designed so that they are sport-specific.



HR – Heart Rate

 Max Heart rate: 220 – your age  eg 220 – 24 = 196

 60% of a 14yr old is 123

 80% of a 14yr old is 164


